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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AIR INLET AND OUTLET
OPENINGS ON A STREAMLINE BODY’
By JOHX V.

SUMMARY
In

connection

moth the general

$W.C to an aircrajl
investigation
tunnel

power plant

was conducted

to determine

di~tribution

problem

of proriding

air

located un”thin a fuselage,

in the Langley

the effeet on external

8-foot

an

high-speed

drag and prewm

of air inlet openings located at the nose of a #ream-

line body. Air outlet openings located at the tail and at the
~1-percent and M-percent stations of the body were also inresti”gated.

Boundary-1ayer

transdwn

meaewremeni8

and correlated m“th the force and the preawre
openings

were investigated

pmcticable

combination~

J“ariaus rnodijcations
opening

w“th the aid of

were made

data.

Indi~”dual

a b.kn.cer and then

of inlet and outlet openings were tested.
to tlM internal

and the aerodynamic

duct Aape

near th< udet

e~tct~ of a m“muluted gun in the

duct were also studied.
The results 8hmced that the external
le.w computed

drag due to internal

drag

(mea8ured

duct losses)

drag

of the body

m“th suitably designed nose-inlet and tail-outlet opening% UXM
no higher than the drag of the titreamline body orer a m-de range
of rates oj .internai air $ow.
The ~tatic-pressure distm”bution
with the best ink-t pro$le8

deceloped dun”ng the investigation

wus almost idenhka[
the streamline

with that of th; corresponding portion oj
As a consequence, the same farorable
body.

[aminar-boundary-layer
$wO a8 on the 8treamline body wag
obtained.
The [acal relocity increments orer the no8e pro$les
were so low that the crWcaI speed of a fu~elizge employing the~e
~hqe8 would depend on the peak- reloedy increment8 orcurm-ng
el~ewhere than on the no8e.
The results of the tests suggested that outlet openings
be designed so that the static prewure

of the internal$ow

dwu[d
at the

o udet woutii be the same a8 the 8tatic preswre

of the external

flow

change8 in the

in

the vicinity

of the opening.

Radical

internal-duct
arrangement
near the Wet opening8
tiject on the external drag or premwre distn”bution.

had little

INTRODUCTION
Various wind-tunnel tests of fuU-scale airplanes and of airplane models %ave shown Iarge e&ernal losses associated
with the power-plant inatalhitiona.
The e----ternd drag of
clean XACA cowling installations w-ith no protruding scoops
or surface irregularity=
was shown in reference 1 to be
considerable.
At high speeds, prohibitive increases in the
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external drag may occur aa a result of the formation of mmpresaion shocks on eodngs
(reference 2) or protruding
_
The
excessive
coding
drag
costs
at
high
speeds
can
scoops.
be reduced to some extent by reducing the bhmtness of th~
nose profde (reference 2); however, the improvement which
can be made in this direction is Iimited for conventional
imstaIIations in which the engine is located at the nose of the
“fusdage.
If it ia assumed that the engine is located near the
center of the fuseIage or nacelle, then radicaI changes in the _
ahape of the nose are possible.
The present investigation
was designed to explore the possibilities of high+peed drag–
reduction by use of nose irdets,proport ioned solely from aero-—
—
dynamic requirements without any restrictions arising from
engine dimenaion9, location, or ah-flow requirements.
At the outset of the present investigation little informat ion
was availabIe in regard to the characteristics of inIet openings at the nose of a streamline body.
Previous tests had
been made without air flow into the- openings, a condition
seIdom occurring in practicej and the results were therefore
imxmolusiv~
Little pressuredistribution
or critical-speed
.
data were avaiIable, and it was not known whether aqy
appreciable laminar boundary Iayer could exist behind an
inlet opening.
The principaI purpose of this instigation
was to deveIop
_
nose-idet openings of various rekd ive sizes which y-ouId have _
the lowest powibIe extermd drag and the highesk possible
critical compressibility speed. The air-i.det flow ratea used
vmrenot rtxtricted to thereIativebjsmaII
requirements of radial
enginea but. were varied from zero ~ow to inlet-velocity ratios
Pressure-distribution
and boundary-”
in excess of unity.
IaYer data were obtained to aid in interpreting
the drag W_
suh.s and to permit the eatiimzt ion of the critical speeds.
TypicaI annular and tail-outlet openings vm.re similarly investigated.
In order to avoid possible confusing iriterference
effects, the ixdet and the outlet openings were tested separately with the interred air flow being supplied through wing
ducts horn a blower Iocated outside of the wind tunnel.
Representative
combinations of the inIet and outlet openings were then tested without the use of the blower.
The. _
effects on extermd drag of a protruding simulated gun in the __..
inlet opening and of various internalduct
arrangements near_ ._._
the nose were also inoluded in the investigation of the individurd inlet openings.
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The external drag cost of. m-inlet opening at the nose of a
smooth streamline body is generally greater at Iow Reynolds
numbers, when the opening may disturb extensive low-drag
Iaminar boundary layers, than at high+yeed ftight Reynolds
numbers, where the boundary-layer
flow may be almost
wholly turbulent.
Although it was impossible ta attain
full-scale conditions in this investigation,
the boundarylayer-ffow condition corresponding ta high Reynolds nurn-”
hers was simulated by artificially forcing transition to take
place near the nose of the models.
The tests were made
both with the natural-transition
and the fked-transitkm
The results thus show. the effect
boundary-layer conditions.
of the openings at conditions corresponding to extremes of
the R~}molds number range.
SYMBOLS
free-stream
free-stream
free-stream

velocity
static preesure
density
“

free-stream

dyqamic pressure

1
~
()

pc)v2

mean velocity in duct
local static pressure
density in duct
initial velocity of air passing through duct
hypothetical final veIocity of air passing through duct
bwed On total pressure at discharge
cross-sectional mea of inlet or outlet opening
diameter of inIet or outlet opening
maiimum diameter of streamline body
.
maximum cross-sectional area of streamline body
length of streamline body
distance between end of streamline body and end of
nose
maximum radius of streamline body”
fuselage Reynolds number (17L/$
kinematic viscosity
premg
coefficient ((y.–@/qJ
velocity of sound iu air
lfach number (V/a)
volume of flow through duct,, cubic feet per second
angle of attack referred to center line of streamline
body, degrees
externddrag
coefficient
(lIeasured drag of model) -(Drag .of wing
a.lone)—(Drag due to internal flow)
qoF
1)
F
calculated drag coefficient due to internal air flow
velocity just outside the boundary layer
velocity in the boundary layer
distance from nose of streamline body, along major
axis
distance from nose of inlet openings, along major axis
length of nose measured from .L/4 statiou
ordinate measured from center line of streamline body
nose-profile. ordinate measured from inlet-opening
radius
value of y’ at L/4 station
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APPARATUS AND 3iETHODS
The tests were made in the Langley 8-fooL high-spcvd tunnel jn its original form incorporating
an 8,000:J-OlFepOWer
drive motor.
The tunnel was of the closed-throat, circularsection, single-return type and was capable of air speds of
about. 500 miles per hour at the time of these tes k. This
tunnel was
principally l.wcausc
,-- chosen for the inve@atioI~
of the Iow turbulence of the air stream, which permitted tho
bounda&layer-flow
conditions more nearly to upproach
those obtained in free air than in streams of high turlmlcnce.
lfost of the tests were run at low speed (140 miles p& hour).
Streamline body,—The streamline body (fig. 1 nnd t~ble 1)
is a slightly modified version of fuselage form No. 111 of
reference 3. ThE.thicknws diatribut ion was motlifkd slightIy to eliminate the unfavomlde pressuro gradien~ occurring
ahead of the 50-percent station of the original 111 form.
This modification was made to encourago a more ~~tensive
laminar boundary Iayer. The fiumees ratio of 5 is representative of several current pursui~type fuselages.
The streamline body was mounted in the.wind tunnel on u
24-inch-&ord
airfoil of NACA 27-212 section, which completely spanned the jet (fig. 2). The wing contuinwl two
large ducts to permit air to be supplied to or drawn from tlm
opening_on the body.
The ratio of wing cl~ord at [hc body
to the length of the body is within tho ra.ngc of currenL
practice.
Inlet openings,-Nose-inlet
openings of threo sizes wcro
tested (figs. 1 and 3; ordinates in table I), TIM Iargcst open- ing, nose_A, was ‘approximately the size, relative to the maximum cross section of the ‘body, of average hTACA cowling
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wfth StIe&IIIht nose.

~~ose B had om+half the area of nose A,
inlet openings.
and nose C, onequtmter
the area of nose A. The profile
shapes of the noses were developed in a sties of tests (not
discussed in detaiI in this report) in which the nose lengths
and protlles vm.re progre&-eIy
modified untd the most satisfactory prmure-distribution
characteristics
were obtained.
The proties all fd within the protie of the streamline body.
It wiU be noticed that the nose ordinat= (tabIe I) are given
station.
Beyond this point,
only to the quarter-Iength
stremnline-body
ordinates apply.
Several modifkatione
of
the straight duct (fig. 1) that was used in most of themoseinIet tests wilI be described Iater in the discussion of the
results.
outlet openings.-Outlet
openings at the tail and annular
outlets located ahead of and behind the wing wereinvestigated
(figs. 1,4, and 5). The tail-outlet profiles coincide tith the
streamh.ne-body
Iines. I’arious taikutiet
areas were obtained by successively demeasing the length of the body.
The internal duct was of converging section to represent
typical practice in the design of outIet openings.
The
annular outIet openings were d=igned primarily to exhaust
the air as nearly as possibIe in the stream direction.
The
21 S6ST-5~7

.—L

areas were sekted
from consideration of the quantity of air
required by a radial engine huge enough to occupy the maximum section of a fuseI~~e: The outlet openinga are not in .—‘-”
any sense optimum shapes arrived at on the basis of ~veriment as in the case of the inlet openings; they merely represent typical design practicefiower setup.—fi
flow in the tests of the individual openings was suppIied by a 50-horsepower centrifugal blower
mounted outside the wind tumeI on the floor of the t@
-_
chpmber (figs. 6 and 7). Freedom of the floating balance
SMJ hat
COnneC@
structure was maintained by a mercw
the blower duct to the wing duct Ieading to the model.
The ..—
air flow through the mercury seal -was at right angks to the
Iongitudimd (ch@ d
of the wind t~eI
so hat the flOW - ‘-had no momentum in the drag *tion.
pre~ary
t~~.
“‘were made throughout the range of blower speeds at zero air —-—
speed in the tumeI, with and without air inlet, to insure that
the pressures and flow at the memq
se~ had no effect on
the ~scale readings.
.—
The flow was metered by a ventti fitfl~
on the b~ance
““~
ring between the mercury seal and the model.
Several
c.vibrations were made with the venturi in its operating
position by surveying the flow in the duct with a rake of 25—.-—
..
total-pressure and 7 static tubes.

‘
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The flow in the system was controlled either by rcgtdat,ing
the blower speed or by adjusting a butterfly valve. The
zero flow condition was obtained by closing a spcciaI airtight
valve Iocated near the end of the wing duct. Utmost cnrc
was taken to prevent leakage in the system.
Irdet-outIet combinations.-The
combinations tested and
the internrd-duct arrangement are shown in figure 1, Tho
wing-duct openings within the body were faircd over and
.. -AA’;++ valve
FIOW regulation was accomseaIed to prevent leakage.
i-- 7-Acr%-c4iymekplished by means of perforated plates of various conductance
installed as shown in figure 2. Static-pressure OMfICU }Vcrc
/
installed at two stations in the converging section of the duct
M--v..nturi
ahead of the outIet openinga.
The flow quantity was C!Ctehnined from the magnitude of the pressure drop bctwccn
these stations according to a calibration obtained during tbg
.ed
‘.. I tests of the individu~ outIet openings with the lJowcrventuri setup.
The tohd pressure and the sttitic pressure at
the outIet were determined from this same calibration.
ln
several cases, as a check on the calibration, the quantities
.-ceni%fql
,/’
h-b wer
were measured directly by means of n small pitot-a~titic tube
mounted in the outlet opening.
No .>iirticuhw attempt was made to design an efficient
intemilduct
system because interest was centered on t.l)c
external drag and because the blower was more thnn adequat o
to overcome large internal losses. ~owever, in the mmbination tests with the duct open—that is, with no rmistR1lcc
I
o./..
//4.
/////
//////
////m/
8///!/fl plates inserted to restrict the flow—the internal 10SSCSwere
FIGURE6.-Schematic dfagram of 8etup [or tests w[th bhmrer.
practically negligible owing to the low duct vcIocitics.
Method of fixing boundary-layer transition ,—Transition in
the tests designated “with fixed transition” was fised artificially by means of a )&inch wide ring of No. 180 Carborundum grains glued to the surface at the desired station.
It was ~ound necessary to fix transition on the wing at t hc!
10-percent station by the same method in order to make tho
drag of the wing constant so that the effective drag of tho
body could bo obtained accurately.
Except for the strips of Carborundum, tho surfaces of the
modeI were made aerodynamically smooth-that
is, further
conditioning would rewdt in no decrease in dr~u.
Statio-pressure measurement, –Flushorificcs, closely spaced
near the nose and in the vicinity of tho openings, were
installed along the top of the body. Additional sttitic pressures on the bottom and on the side of the streamline lmdy
were obtained by means of a small movable stuiic tube.
The pressure tubing was led through a chanuel in the wing
to a multiple-tube
alcohol manometer in t.hc tcs~ chamber.
Boundary-Iayer measurements.-The
measurerncmt of Lhc
boundary-layer
profiles used in determining tho transition
point and in showing the effect on skin friction of air inh’t
was made with small survey units comprised of a single static
and four totaI-pressure tubes. A discussion of the details of
the method of determining the location of transition and a
description of the small survey unit are given in refcrcnco 4.
Wake surveys.-In
order to ascertain ~vhether tho dragforce measurements wero affected by possibIc variations iu
the wind-tunnel pressure gradient due to air inlet aL the nose,
momentum-Ioss
measurements were made in the wako lMGeneral dew of blower setup In the test chamber of the Lrmgley S-Wt high-e&ri
hind the model with nose B. Vertical total-pressure-loss

-ix” ““-”
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pro61ea were obtained at 23 spanwise stations behind the
wing and body at several rates of air idet.
The effective
drag of the body was obtained by subtracting from the totaI
drag of the section surveyed the drag of a corresponding section of the wing. The wake surveys were made only with
nose B.

AND OUTLET

OPENINGS

pO was computed

by BernouIli’s

_

c.
Ffoutz#t

TESTS

or

The drag and the pressure-distribution
measurements were
made simultaneoudy.
The transition
determinations
required a separate series of runs for each configuration.
Tks of the wing alone and of the wing with the streamline
body were carried to 450 miles per hour.
The tests of the
open@s viere made at one speed only: 140 miks per hour.
This speed was seIected from considerations of the availabIe
blower performance and of the magnitude of the drag forces
required for adequate precision.
The tests were made at an angle of attqck of 0° (referred
to the axis of the streamline body) with the reception of the
runs with the gun in the inlet opening of nose B, which were
carried to 3.5°.
RESULTS
The method of computing the velocity, the llach number,
and the ReynoIds number in the Langley 8-foot high-speed
tunnel is described in reference 5.
The drag data Me presented in terms of the exterrddrag
coefficient C~F pIotted as a function of the internal-fl ovi
quantity coefficient pQ/~ FV. The extermd-drag coefficient
represents the effective external drag of the body in the
presence of the wing; the drag due to the internaI flow w=
deducted from the measured effective body drag in all the
tests.
The drag due to the interred flow arises from the change
in the momentum of the flow in the drag direction.
From
the momentum equation,
Drag force.= llass

f40wX (V,-

VW)

where Vi and V~ are taken at- the same static presmwe and
in the same direction as the air stream.
For the irdet-opening tests,
V,=T”
and

ho
because the air was brought to rest in the drag direction.
The drag+mflicient
increment due to the internal flow therefore is

For the outlet-opening
tests, the air exhausted through
the outlets had no initial -reIocity in the drag direction-that
is, ~“,=0.
The veIocity at the tit opening % vm.s nec-arily
measured -ivhere the static pressure pa was generally different
from the stream static pressure.
Therefore the M
outlet
velocity attained at mme distance behind the modeI where
the pressure had returned to the he-stream
static pressure

G,ia=t,e,=-2
For the tests
investigated,

c.r ‘cd
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combinations~vrere

{WJ+(p’io’’

or, in terms of the mean total-pressure
c~,i *ix=t,m =2
a
(5W1-HYI

loss in the duct AH,

-.”-

It will be observed from these equations that the Iarge
~rnternal dng in the inlet tests and the thrust in the outIett
tests are balanced in the combination tests, so tha~ only a
relatively smaU internal drag due to total-pressure losses in
the duct occurs.
The internal flow quantity coefficient pQ/pJTappearing
in the equations is the ratio of the mass flow through the
internal ducts to the mass flow at stream velocity through
._
the area I’, the maximum cross-sectional area of the body.
The pressure-distribution
results obtained in the tes.t.s of
the individual inlet and outlet openings are presented for a
number of values of the ratio of mean veIocity m the opening
to stream velocity u/V. This parameter determines tha local
angle of attack at the inlet nose Iip and hence governs the
Preasure distribution o~m a given nose shape.
The characteristics
of the streamline body are shown iu
figures 8 to 11. Low+peed pressuredistribution
data are
given in figure S, and the variation with Jlach number of the
peak pressure coefficients F’~~ on top of the body for the
wing-body combination is presented in figure 9 with extrapolations to show the criticaI ?dach number of the combination and of the body alone.
The variation with llach
number of the critical pressure coellicient Per, the pressure _
coticient
corresponding
to the local at tairment of sonic”
velocityl is aIso shown in figure 9. F~e
10 shows the
__
___
results of the transition measurements, and in figure 11 the
Reynolds
numbers
m~rn
force-test
results,
for
4,000,000 to 20,0XI,000 and the corresponding .31 values of
0.10 to 0.60 are given.
The results of the tests of the inIet openings with the inlet
air exhausting through the external-blower s@em are pre- “——
sated
in figures 12 to 21. Figure 12 shows the pressure-”
distributions about the three idet openings for various dues
._
of o/V (ratio of mean inlet veIocity to stream veIocity) cornpared witi the streamline-body
distribution.
Only the
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forward quarter of the body is reprwwnted because the pressures over the remainder of the body were essentiality unaffected by the hdet openings.
ln figure 13 the pre~ure
distributions cm the bodies with noses A, B, and C and on the
streamline body are compared at the ecmdition of zero inlet
flow and at a flow coficient
of 0.057, a practicable highspeed vrdue. The inlet-velocity ratios corresponding to this
flow coefficient are approximately
0.20, 0.40, and 0.80,
respectively, for noses A, B, and C.
The drag and the transition results obtained are correlated
in figure 14. Figure 15 shows the drag-force data obtained
with transition artificitiy fixed near the leading edge of the
noms as compared with that of the streamline body with
transition fixed at corresponding locations.
The drag obtained from the wake surveys is also plotted in figure 15.
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In the correlation of the pressure distribution
and the
transition data, it was found that for values of AP (@g. 16)
greater than approximately 0.2, tmmsition (fig. 14) occurred
at the iocation of the pressure peak. For lower dues
of
~ (higher rates of air inlet), extensive Ieminar boundary
laye~ existed in spite of the large adverse pressure gradient
that followed the peak.
The effect of air inflow (nose B) on the-boundary-layer
velocity profiles at tvio stations on the body is shown in
figure 17,
In figure IS the changes in pressure distribution resuIting
from modficationa of the Lip shape of nose inlet B4 (one of
the intermediate
shapes teated in developing nose B) are
given. The force-teat resale obtained with these moWcat ions showed that shapes B-4a and B4b caused very sdight
.

1
-.-—

E%

-.
-—

increases in external drag; the cut-out, B-4c, had no effect
31ajor changes in the internal duct empIoyed
‘”on the drag.
tith nose C (@. 19) had no measuabIe effec~ on either ~hi- ;
exte.rnsl pressure distribution or the extermd drag.
Optimum nose shapes for arbitrary ixdet-duct sizes.-b
“-—
order to make possibIe the derivation of optimum nose proflee for inlet-opening sizes other than those k~estigated,
the “.
three nose profiles tested wae reduced to tie s~e
le@h
___
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2P

(measur~ed from the LJ4 station of the streamline body) d
the same depth.
The ordinates thus obtained are given in
table II imd plotted in figure 20. The marliccl sirnihtrity of
the profiIes plotted in this way suggested tht optimum noso
shapes for intermediate inlet-opening sizes on the strcamIinc
body could bc obtained either by interpolation or by the use
of the mean of the three profiles of figure 20. The optimum
nose Iength as a function of the inlet-opening diameter is
given in Iigure 21. The actual nose-profile ordh~atcs for a
given inlet diameter me related to t.ho uondimcnsicmfil.
ordinatw-of figure 20 and t,abIe 11 as follovis:

B
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FIOURE21.—Varfation with duet dlemeter of the dtstence between the end of the nase and
the tip of the Wma.mlfnebcdy,

where 1 is obtained

from figure 21.
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The results obtained in the tests of the outlet openings
with air suppIied by the blower are shown in figures 22 to 26.
Figure 22 and 23 show the pressure and force-test results
for outIets at the td.
Transition measurements viith the
Iargest taiI outlet showed that transition occurred at the
same station as on the streamline body (&. 10). The pressure distribution
obtained with the two annular outIets is
shown in figure 24. Force-test results for the 63-percent
annular outIet aregiven in figure 25. Transition measurements
with the 21-percent annukir outlet showed that transition
occurred at the outIett for all rates of flow. The 63-percent
}

.—

._.

—.

.4ND OUTLET

OPENINGS

ON A STBE MILINE

BODY

.w3_

a.nmdar outIet was about
0.14.L b chin d the most
....
r.esmvard position of the transition point. but appeared to
have a slight influence on the transition Iocation, such that
-.—
the Iocation was displaced somewhat toward the tail as the
_
flovi rate was increased.
Figure 26 shows a sketch of the probabIe outIet flow con““
ditions with tail outIet D and with a suggested improved
form of tail outlet.
Before the results of the inlet-outlet combination tests are
presented, I&me 27 is given in order to show the relative~y .smalI internal drag occurring in the combination tests. At
.–
high flow rates, where no int ernaI resistance plate was required, this internaI drag approached zero; whereas in the
individual opening tests the internal drag was se~eivd t-,=
the external drag of the body.
The extermddrag
d&r_
minat ions in the combination tests were consequent~y more
.reliabIe than in the tests of the single openings.
Figures 28 to 32 show the drag results obtained for. ..—
the
Figure 33_
combinations
of inlets -with three tail outlets.
compares the drag of the 63-percent annular outIet. with
.
that. of tail outlet C when tested in combination with nose B. .. . . . .
The pressuredistribution
results obtained with the cornbinations me not shown because no consistent measurable
interference effects occurred-that
is, the outlets had no
_appreciable effects on the pressures at the inlets and vice..
~ersa. Siarly,
the transition Iocations on the comlj.na- ._
tions Tere the same as in the tests of the inIet openings eIone. _
In figure 34 the drag of the nose B and tail C combination
.,v,
is compared tith an estimate of the drag based on the tests
__
The drag increments (above the
of the singIe openings.
streandine-body
drag) due to nose B and tail C- were added
“”
to the streamline-body
drag in making the estimate.
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The main increase in drag due to the guna (table 111) occurred at angles of attack other than zero as a result of partial
separation of the external flow at the top of the nose as evidenced by the pressuredistribution
plots (fig. 35). Incremrng
the rate of air idet had a beneficial effect in reducing or preventing this separation. The smooth-barrel cannon had considerably less drag than the machine gun (sketehed in fig.
35). Decreases in the length of the barrel extending beyond
the nose resulted in appreciable drag reductions.
It has
been found that the drag of a smooth-barrel gun was considerably reduced by replacing the sharp edge at the muzzle

of the gun with a rounded edge of small radius.
It is considered likely that the unfavorable effects of the guns would
be somewhat less in the high Reynolds numbc’r (IIYIX1 transition) condition than shown in t Ale HI, because no drag
would result. from disturbance of the laminar flow.
.
PRECISIO~
The accuracy of the bodydrag de~rminationa
was somewhat impaired by the high drag of the wing with fixed
transition relative to the body drag, thv dfoctivc body drag
varying from about 0.5 to 0.3 of the wing drag. In the twts
of the individual openings, additional sources of error were
the leakage of air in the external ducts and possible t-hinges
in the tunnel-pressure
gradient due to the r~moval or the

_.
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-.. .

Inlet: nose B; outlet: wfngduc+.
(b) Inlet: wfng duct; outlet: tatl C.
(c) InIet: nuse B; outlet: wdl C.
2?.-Compeuison of magn[tnde of totel body drag *h htH’@ ~
~ tYP~~ t%g
of lndf~fduat openfngs iuid of a mmbInatIon of an hdet and an outh?t uperdhg.
w

FIG-

of air to the tunnel stream.
The results obtained
with the inlet+utlet
combinations,
however, are believed
free of these two sources of inaccuracy because no air was
added or removed from the tunnel and no leakage was likely
A buoyancy cordue to the absence of alI external ducts.
rection of about 10 percent of the effective body @U was
applied to all of the force-test results.
The wake measurements
are more nearIy free of these
sources of error that tiect the force tests.
Evaluation of the
possible magnitude of the drag-test errora will be made in the
discussion ~f the results.
The prec~ion of measurement. of the rate of internal air
flow is considered to be of a high enough order so that the
externa14rag
determinations
are practically unaffected by
the small error in obtaining the internaI d~ul except possibly
in the case of the individual opening teats at the highest rates
of air flow. Repeated caIibrationa of the venturi during the
tests showed excellent agreement.
The only signi6cant sources of error in the pressure data
are due to the inaccuracy of flow measurement
and the
addition

—
(a) FIsed transition.
(b) Natural tiansition~GcEE ZS--VarWion with sow ea4Eckd d tbe mtern&trag cuefdrdenfaW nme Inlet
openfng A combbmd WWI ve.rions td oatlet open-

tunnekwdl effects. The maximum possible change in the p=
sure coeflicienta due ta the tunnel-wtdI effects w-aa computed
to be only about 3 percent.. PossibIe errora in flow measurement could cause measurable changes in pressure coefhients
only at the lowest irdet-ve~ocity ratios.
*

DISCUSSION
STREAMLINE

BODY

pressure distribution and transition.-The
presence of the
wing had a pronounced effect on the pressure distribution
over the body (fig. 8). The IocaI velocities over the central —..
..—
portion were increased and the peak-pressure
point was
moved forward.
At Iow ReyuoIds numbers the disturba~c~
due to the wing controlled the location of transition .—
on the
body. (See sketch in fig. 10J There was a rapid forward
movement of the transition point with Reynolds number so
..
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that at the highest test Reynolds number transition occurred
considerably ahead of the leading edge of the wing (@. 10).
If a similar forward movement of transition with Reynolds
number should occur under flight conditions, the extent of
Iaminar flow obtainable at fuII-scaIe ReynoMs number would
.+
be slight.
Critical speed,—The varidion with the Mach number of
the peak pressure coefficient on top of the body (fig. 9) ivas
found to agree well with the theoretical variation (obtained
from reference 6). Extrapolations
of the low-speed, peak
negative pressure coefficients to the cri~ical pressure coefEcient (at which the speed of sound is attained localIy) were
made according to the theory.
The critical Mach number

of the sts-eandine body aIone was thus found 10 bc 0.84
(fig. 9), which corresponds fo 600 miles per hour fLL20,000
feet (– 12° F) in standard
air. The critical speed of a
wing-bogly combination is considcrabl y Ices than that of either
component, owing to the increase in peak negat ivc prcssuron the ~iing due to the presence of the body. (h refercncc 6.)
Effective body drag,-Figure
11 shoys t.hc hwgc diflcrenc.es
in drag at low Reynolds numbers betweeu the. flxcd rmc! thu
Calculations based on flatnaturaI transition conditions.
pIate skin-friction coefficients showed that these differcncm
are wholly accmnted for by the changes in skin friction on
the body. The ditlerence decreases with incrcrtsing Reynolds
number due to the forward movement of the transition point
(fig. 10)1 The rise in the drag coefficient at the high Mach
numbers is indicative of the approaching criticrd spcecl of
the wing-body combination (estimated -&= 0.66). Comparison of the magnitude of the Iow*pccd drag cocfIlcirnts
with the results obtained in reference 3 for the hTACA 111
form indicated that the flow over the body was satisfactory.
Tuft surveys corroborated
this conclusion.
It was found,
however, that the addition of the body to the wing caused a
local separation of the fiow at the trailing edge of the wing.
The effective drag of the body was therefore sorncwhtit
higher @m it would have been had a more efficicn~ wingbody juncture been employed.
NOSE-lNLET

OPENINGS

Pressure distribution.-The
nose-inlet sJMpes employed in
this investigation were developed in a series of tests in which
the no~ ‘shape and the length for a given inlet size were
progressively modified to obtain the most satisfactory drag
and pressure-distribution
characteristics
IL was found that
by taking air into the body at sufficiently high velocities tIM
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high negative-pressure
peak which occurred over the noses
at- low flows could be greatIy reduced in magnitude; for the
smalIer inIet sizes, the peak could be entirdy ehnirwted.
This result has the obvious beneficial effect of greatly increasing the criticaI compressibility speed mbich, as in the
case of NACA cowling instalhitiona (reference 2), is gmeralIy
fl..ed by the maggtude of the peak-negative pressures at the
nose. In addition, it was found that. hminar boundary Iayers
as extensive as the ones with the streamline nose could be
obtained.
The design objectives then aimed at in develop%
noses B and C were to eliminate the pressure peak at as low
an inlet-velocity ratio as possible and to obtain a uniform
favorable pressure gradient simiIar to that of the streimdine

bcdy. Figures 12 (b) and 12 (c) show that the desired results_. ..__
..
were achieved when the idet-velocity
ratios reached or
exceeded 0.3 or 0.2 for noses B and C, respectively.
Extetiive
–
Iamimr boundary layers (fig. 14) were formed even before
the peak vms fully eliminated with values of m (G. 16)
as high as 0.2.
For the Iargwt inIet opening, nose A, it was impossible
entirdy to eliminate the pressure peak, even with impractically high rates of air inlet (fig. 12 (a)]. The peak was
greatly reduced at practical inlet velocities but little advan-. -—
tage due to Iaminar flow vias attainable (fig. 14).
.—
Comparimn of the pressure distribution of the streamline
body with those for the three noses is made in figure 13 at a
-..

E?.<ompufson

cMMfenk
d the three nc8e4nlet openfngs
tested with tafI ontlet opedng C.

of the cdernaldrag
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value of the ffow coefficient corresponding to high-speed
flight conditions and. at zero flow.
Critical speeds,— The criticaI Mach “number corresponding
to the pressure peak on the Iargest inlet opening, nose A, at
a practical rate of air inlet for a large radial engine (fig. 13),
is 0.64, ‘With the smaller inlets, nosed
ancL C, no presmre
peak occurred, and the indicated Io&l veIocity increments
were so small that the critical speed of a fuselage employing
these shapes would be determined by the cockpit enclosure
or the wing-fusehge
junctmm—that
is, the highest local
velocity would occur at some point other than on the nose.
External drag,-Figure
14 shows that the rtbrupt decreases
in extmma.ldrag coefficient of noses B and C a~ low rates of
flow occurred as a consequence of the formation of extensive
low-drag laminar boundary layers.
This phenomenon did
not occur with nose A because, as previouaIy discussed, the
unfavorable pressure distribution near the nose precluded
the possibility of appreciable laminar flow. It will be
noticed, however, that the drag of nose A showed a general
decrease with increasing flow cmfiicient as did the drags of
~ayem had. been
noses B and C after the lamina.r boundary
formed.
Similar deereases mmrred
with tramition
tied
(fig. 15).

In order to aid in finding the cause of the decream in drag
fith increasing air-inlet velocity, partial boundary-layer
velocity profiles were measured at two stations, O.15L and
0.35L, behind nose B with fixed tramition for a wide range of
idet-flow ratios.
The results (fig. 17) showed a decrease in
the thickness of the turbulent boundary Iaycr as the rate of
air-inlet velocity was increased in spite of slight dccrerms in
the velocity outside of the boundary Iayer. Two conclusions
may be drawn from this result:
(1) The losses over the forward part of the nose aro
decreased as air inlet is increitsed.
(2) The skin friction over the main pmt of the body
(tc the rear of the 0.15L station) should incrmsc
slightly with air inlet.
From the drag results (fig. 15), it is evident that the decrease in losses at the nose more than compensates for Lhc
slight ~cresees in skin friction behind the nose bccausc an
over-all decrease in external drag with air inlc t occurs.
In regard t.o the maatitude
of the external drag with air
inlet, figure 14 shows that the externaI drag with noses B
and C W= reduced to less than tha~ of the strearnlino bdy.
For the fied transition condition, the drag of these noses
was approximately
the same as for t.ho streamIino Imdy.
With nose A, in both cases, the drag was considerably highw.
Tests of the three noses in combination with taiI outlet C
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(fig. 32) showed about the same relative drag characteristics
as the tests of the singie openings.
The fact that the ~Tternal drag with the openings decreased to that of the streamline body may be accounted for by the fact that the vietted
area with the openings is somewhat leas than that for the
streamline body.
In addition, the passage of air through
the internal s.yatem has an fiect on the external flow sirnihr
to a decrease in the efktive
thickness of the body.
The -wake-survey results (fig. 15) show that the rate of
drag decrease with air-inlet-flow
coefficient was actually
somewhat Ieas thrm that indicated by the forcetest results.

OPENINGS

OX A STRE~

BODY

.

9Q3._

TIIe exaggerated effect shown by the force data is believed
due to leakage and possible changes in the tunneI-pressure
gradient as air was removed at the nose of the body.
Maximriin Ieakage would occur where the pressure in the duct
system was the greatest and may account for part of the
maximum discrepancy (7 percent) between force and wake
drags occurring at zero flow, where stagnation pressure existed
.
in the ducts.
At a flo-iv coefficient of about 0.11, the mean
duct pressures, and hence Ieakage, reached a minimum; at
this point the force and mike data agree closely: At least
._
for the range of flow Wvered in figure 15, Ieakage effec@-—
apparently predominated over possibIe changes in the buoyancy effec~ in exaggerating the rate of drag decrease with air
inlet.
Inlet-opening
size.-The
size of the inlet opening in an
actu~ installation should be governed by considerations of
both the externaI and internal flow. In a consideration of
the exhmu.al dra~ it has been shown that nose B, although
twice as large in area a9 nose C, wgs equally ellective, so
that either nose might be empIoyed, the choice depending
on the quantity of air flow required.
It has ako been shown
that the opening must be designed for an inlet-veIocity ratio
of at least 0.3 in order to permit the nose-pressure peak to be
eIirninated.
Higher inlet velocities would be of some benefit_
externally.
High inlet-veIocity ratios are detrimental to the ktel~al.duct efficimcy because they necessitate large expansions. ___
and make the friction and bend losses high- It is suggested
in reference 7 that Iow inlet velocities may have an additional .-._.
advantage to the internaI flow in that comparat ireIy large
expansions can be made efficiently near the inlet. owing to
the natu.d spreading of the streamlines at this point.
The fhd compromise between the conflicting require‘—
ments of the internal and the external flows vcill depend on
the internaI a.mangement and the space available for the
ducts.
In general, it is-beliewxl that efficient installations
incorporating
nose B or nose C should have inlet-velocity
ratios in the range of 0.3 to 0.6.
Derivation of optimum nose profiles for arbitrary ~let -- ~opening sizes.-The
method, described in section entitled
‘lResults,” for obtaining suitabIe nos&nlet shapea for inlet
sizes other than those tested (see @a. 20 and 21] is obviously
strictIy applicable onIy to openings on the modified 111 body
form. It was thought possible, howe~er, that the shap~
obtained by this method could be appfied ~~ good ~~~.
___
where onIy the basic forebody protie was similar to the 1I I
_
body form. In a subsequent investigation
(reference 8)
it was found that considerable stretching of the nose B protie
was permissible with the stretched prcklle still retaining the
desiralk flat pressure contour and IOVTvalues of the prew.re
peak.
It was thus indicated that the profile ordinates of tie
present tests could be directly used in the design of nose
inIets having proportions greatly different from the shapea .-
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developed in these teats. In order to atiplify the procedure
of designing inlets of other proportions, it was found desirable
to base the nondimensional
ordinates on the distance X
from the maximum diameter station (0.4L) to the nose rather
than on the distance from the 0.25L station to the nose, as
Reference 9, -which was an
suggested under “Results.”
outgrowth
of the present work, presents high-speed-test
rasults for related inlets derived by the foregoing method and
covers a wide range of proportions.
Internal-duct shape near inlet opening,-The
modifications
of figure 19 consisted of a conical expansion with a 10° included angle, a large irregular expansion formed by the cuk
out for the inner cowl, and a gradual (4° equivalent cone)
annular expansion obtained with the inner cowl. None of
these changea had a measurable effect on either the external
drag or the pressure distribution.
Modification B4c of
figure 18 likewise had no effects. Moditicationa B4a and
B4b of figure 18, however, caused slight drag increasw and
disturbed the external pressures at the nose. These latter
modifications are equivalent to inferior nose shapes corresponding to smaller idet sizes than the basic nose B inlet.
It will be observed that the internal-duct
shapes included
both satisfactory and very inefficient designs and that neither
had any external effects, provided that the size of the inlet
was not altered:
Angle of attaok ,—The effect of increase in angle of attack
from 0° t.a 3.5= ~n the pressure distribution over the top of
nose B can be seen in figure 35. A considerably higher airirdet-velocity ratio is required to reduce the pressure pea-k at
3.5° angle of attack than at 0° angle of attack.
In flight, the
inlebvelocity ratio would automatically “increase with angleof-attack increases owing to decreases in the flight speed,
if the engine power were assumed constant.
Force-test data
obtained with tied transition on a fuselage model employing
nose C (reference 8) showed that the external dr~m, at an
inle~velocity ratio of 0.56, was practically constant over the
angle-of-attack range of 0° to 3.5°.
OUTLET OPENINGS

The outlet openings tested were no~ optimum shapes
arrived at by a series of tests, as were the inlet openings. As
previously stated, they merely represented typical practice
in the design and the construction of outlets.
It became
apparent during the course of the tests that the openings
had several undesirable
characteristics,
but it was not
feasible at, the time to extend the investigation to include
modifications.
Further outlet rmearch embracing the improvements that suggested themeelvw..in the cou.me of this
investigation are included in references 8 and 10.
Pressure distribution.-The
effect on the pressure distribution of airflow from the outlets was generally unfavorable.
In the case of the anmdar outlets (fig. 24) a negative-pressure
peak occurred at the higher flow rates, owing to an effective
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thickening of the body due ta the flow of exhaust air in the
In some cases, the peak was suffirear of the openings.
ciently high to fix the critical speed of the body, Tho pressure
disturbance at the 21-percenL outlet precipitated boundarylayer transition at all outlet velocities.
The static pressure at the tail outlets (fig. 22) lwcnmc more
positive as the flow was increased.
This effccL was duo LO
the fact that the streamlines of both the internal am-l [11P
external flows were converging at the opening, so that con-.
siderable. contraction of the flow in the rear of the on[lut
Thus, about one-third
of the total prmsurr
resulted.
(measured from yO) at the tail outl,ets was in the form of
static pressure which, of course, increased as the flow ratio
was advanced.
The static pfeesure in the internal flow at
the outlet tended to be considerably more positive than lhtiL
of the Mt ernal flow near the tail outh?t. The high outlet
pressures are believed to htive caused local separation of tho
external flow near the tail out1eL9.
Extern~ drag.-The
external drag with the M-pwmnt
annular outlet (fig. “25) at first dccreascd m the flow rate
was advanced probably because of the elimination of loctilly
separated flow in the wake of tho opening, and then i1
increased rapidly, probably because of the increasing skin
friction over the part of the body in tho wake of the outkt.
Similar . drag characteristics
were exhibited by the tuil
outlets wherever velocity ratios v/17, up LO 0.5 or gmat~rl
could be attained, as in the case of taik D and F tested
singly (fig. 23) and tails B, C, and E tested in combination
with the nose inlete (figs. 28 to 31). The rise in drag at h
higher floy rates in the combination tests is shown collclusively in figure 30 to be due to the tail outkls.
When
compared on the basis of tai.1-outlet-veIociLy ratio (fig, 30)
instead of flow coefficient (fig. 29 (a)), the drag obtainml
with threc” outlets of wideIy different size shows close agreement.
The drag increase at the higher ttiil-outkt-vc]ocity
ratios is believed to be due to Ioc.il separation of the mtcrnal
flow as a result of the high outlet pressures.
The tail outlets were superior to the annular outlets.
A
comparison of tail C with the 63-percent annular outlet in
combination with nose B (fig. 33) shows that in spite of a
somewhat larger area the tail outlet had ths Iowcr drag
throughout
the range, particularly
at the higher outlet
velocities.
As would be expected, the comparison was
independent
of the location of boundary-layer
transition
because neither opening had any appreciable cfEcct on h
.
transition location.
Outlet-opening
design.-The
outlet
velocity
is not
arbitrary as is the idet velocity but is fixed by the internal
totrd-premure 10WCSand the pressure drop across the system.
From the standpoint of the internal drag, it is dcsirablo to
have the outlet totaI pressure as nearly equal to the frecstream total preesure as possible so that a minimum amount
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of energy vzilI be left in the wake. In welIdesigned cooling
systems, the intend
tot.aI-pressure losses are only a few
percent. of the free=tream
total pressure at high speeds.
~~nder these conditions, the ideal outlet total pressure is
approached and the internal drag is small. The reIation bet -iveen internal total-pressure loss and the internal drag was
shown in the section entitIed “Results.’!
The outlet velocity
at a given flight. speed is readily calculable from estimates of
the total-pressure losses and the pressure drop across the
system.
A contraction or an orifice coefEcient (dependent
cm the outIet shape) shouId be appIied to the velocity as computed from the pressure characteristics.
With the tail outlets twted, for example, the veIocity at the outIet. -m-isabout
0.8 of the final velocity.
For the annular outlets} the coefficient was rougldy 0.9. The velocity have@ thus been
ohi.ned at the outIet, the size of the opening -dI depend on
the required quantity of air flow.
The economy of passing exactly the required amount of
cooIing air through the internal system at aII flight speeds is
generaLly appreciated.
J“ariation in the size of the exit
opening is the most ellicient method of controhg
the rate of
flow.
The shape of the opening is not critics.I as far as the internal flow is concerned, provided there are no expansions.
But the present tests ha~e indicated that the external flow
may be adverseIy affected if the static pressures are diflerent
from those of the main stream near the outlet.
The shape
of the opening, therefore,” should permit the interred air to
exhaust at the same static pressure as exists in the external
flow near the opening.
A suggested optimum taiI-outIet
shape is sketched in tigure 26, and the flow characteristics are
compared viith those existing at one of the outlets tested for
the ideaI outIet condition of free-stream totaI pressure in the
opening.
The desired conditions at. the outlet. are obtained
in the proposed opening by eliminating the contraction of the
outlet flow. The desired outlet conditions can be attained
at any outIet Iocation by making the streamlines of both
internaI and external flows parallel.
The optimum shape for an annular-outlet
opening is not
as obvious as in the case of the tail outlets.
It is evident
from figure 24, however, that the body fairing immediately
behind the outlet should be altered to reduce the thickns
of
the body and thus to reIieve the thickening effect of the outIet
flow. Further research is recommended
to determine in
detail the shapes required to give the minimum disturbance
to the static-pressure distribution.
In regard to the reIatire merits of the annular and the tail
outlets for efficient intemaI systems, it is probabIe that the
opt imum tail outIet will be superior to the best posibIe
an.mdar outlet because the high-velocity flow horn the ammIar openings wilI generally increase the skin friction of the
portion of the body in the wake of the outIet.
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The combination tests (figs. 28 and 34) are of principal
–
interest in showing that the over-all externaI drag of the body
viith suitable inIet and outIet openings of practicable size
vias no higher than that. of the basic streamline form. -----This
result. was obtained at rates of internal air flow sufficient for . .
cooLing a radial engine located at. the masimum fuselage see....
tion at moderate to high%peed flight. conditions.
.—
The variation of the rate of intwmd flow in the combh-a-”-—..
tion tests was wmompIished by means of vary@ the internal
resistance.
At. the condition of ma-xhnum flow attainable
.
with a given outlet size, the interred Iosses were mry small
.. .
and consequently the outlet. conditions cIoseIy approached
the ideal. The outIet velocities over approximately
the
~_
I@her 25 percent. of the flow range covered with each outle~
_
correspond to high-peed-flight
outIet. conditions for typicaI
heat-exchanger instaIIations; at lower flow rates the inter_@l
resist ante losses were considerably higher than m-ould be
encountered in present practice.
The actual magnitude of
the internal drag throughout the flow range covered tith.tail
C is shown.in figure 27.
“’
The rise in drag at the higher flow rates has been .&OHto be due to the unfavorable outIet conditions at the higher
outIet velocities (fig. 30). It ia befieved that by improYing
the outlet design as suggested in figure 26 the rise in drag at ___
the high outIet velocities wouId be eliminated.
It wilI be observed that the drag obtained for the” b&
combinations with fixed transition was, in general, slightly
greater than for the streamline body with transition Wed at
the same station.
The deference may be entireIy accounted
for by the higher drag of the Carborundum strip itself when
located at the nose of the inlet openings than when located _=_
in the thicker boundary Iayer on the streamline body. In
addition, it should be remembered that the stations selected
_
for fixing the transition on the streamline body are entirely
arbitrary.
Under actual flight conditions, tr~itjon
OR the__ _.
streamline body might occur somewhat ahead of the c~ue.
spending station on the noses owing to the greater length of
the streamline body. In this case, the drag of the streamline body would be relatively higher than in the present
—
comparisons.
The drag of the irdet openinga in the presence of the outlets,.
and vice versa, -was considerably less than it was when the
openinga were tested individually.
(See fig. 34.) A part of
_
this effect, particularly at Iow rates of internal flow, may be
due to Ieakage in the tests of the individual openings, as has
pretiousIy been pointed out. Another contributing
factor .~~
of secondary importance maybe the difference in the methods .. . _
of restricting the intemaI flow-that
is, the resistance plates
inserted near the inlet opening in the combination
tests_ ._._
(fig. 2) may have had some smalI tendency to affect the
___
external flow. In generaI, however, it is reasonable to expect
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that the openings, in combination, wouId contribute less
drag than when tested individually.
Comparison with NACAcowling.-The
results of reference 1
provide a comparison of the irdet-outIet combinations with
cited, the besh
the NACA cowling. In the investigation
NACA cowling shape of reference 2 waa adapted in a typical
fuselage installation to the NACA 111. fuselage form. This
basic streamline shape was almost identical with the body
employed in the present Lests, and the effective body-drag
coefficients with uaturaI and. fixed transition, 0.04Q and 0.055,
r~pectively, were practicality equal to the corresponding drag
coe5cients, 0.042 and 0.054, obtained in this investigation.
The flow and the boundary-Iayer
conditions on the basic
shapes employed were etident.ly quite similar.
The drags
of the cowIing with fixed and natural transition as given in
reference 1, with cooling air flow, were reduced about 5
percent to obtain the external drag necessary to the comparison.
The results, taken at the same Mach number and
at very nearly the same Reynolds number as in the present
tests, are shoym on each of the figures along with the results
of the combination tests (figs. 28, 29, and 31) with the tail
outlets.
The combinations tested were aerodynamically
superior
to the NTACA cowling, particulady in the natural transition
condition where the inlets B and C permitted
extensive
laminar flow and caused no increase in drag. The NACA
cowling produced a drag increase of some 56 percent in this
case.
The NACA cowling shape empIoyed in the tests of reference 1 was developed (reference 2) to have the highest
critical speed, ill,,= 0.63, of eight typicaI cowling shapes of
the same over-all dimensions.
The critical speed of the
body alone with the largest of the present inlets, nose A,
wasl’&,=O.64 at a practicaIrate of air inlet (fig. 13). With the
smaller inlets the critical speed was advanced to iV,,=O.84,
the critical speed of the basic 111 fuselage shape.
CONCLUSIONS
●

The results of this investigation of inlet and outlet openings
led to the following conclusions:
1. Modification of a streamltie body permitthg
air inlet
at the nose and outlet at the .tail.can be accomplished without
increasing the external drag.
2. Inlet profiks were deveIoped which, with practicable
rates of air flow, produced velocitiy distributions approaching
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closely that of the basic streamline body.
Consequently,
the criticaI speed was as high as that of the streamline body
and the same favorable laminar-boundary-lay
er-flow conditions were realized.
3. The test rwults indicated that out.Iet openings should
be designed so that the static pressure of the internal flow
at thq outlet would be the same as the, static pressura of tb~
external flow in the vicinity of the opening.
4. The internal-duct shape near an inlet of given size I@
no appreciable
effect on the external drag or pressure
distribution.
5. Thq location of a simulated smooth-bwwl
gun in the
nose-inlet opening caused no apprcciabIo increase in drag at.
Iow angks of at~ack. The muzzIe of the gun shoukl L)(’
slightly rounded, and the length of barrel extending beyond
the inlet should be as small as possible.
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